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Abstract
A Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is an assortment of mobile nodes
which dynamically outline a temporary system devoid of utilizing any
prevailing network organization. MANET path selection is based on least
amount of intermediate nodes to achieve the target node. The investigation
of Impulsive mobile node activities is measured as a complex process as it
doesn’t determine on each nodes meeting point. The random meeting point
doesn’t offer the stable communication and it exploits the loss rate of
packets and diminishes network lifetime. Therefore, to reduce the above
concerns, Enhanced Energy Steady Clustering (EESC) scheme is anticipated
to acquire the steady clustering communication. The sender accumulates all
information and transmits to receiver through path, which necessitate
offering steady clustering communication. Examination of convergence
node is decreased the loss of communication particulars. Subsequently, the
convergence node based path algorithm is generated in mobile set-up. The
convergence of each node, which are capable to associate with probable
neighbour nodes are scheduled, in which those nodes have greater amount
of convergence point and it will chose for packet transmission. It decreases
packet loss rate, and progress network lifetime. Subsequently, the finest
path is chosen by Hybrid Chicken Swarm Optimization (HCSO). The
fitness functionality is utilized to obtain the optimum path from source
node to target node to reduce the energy utilization in multipath routing.
The performance contrast the probable EDC protocol with the existing
Trust-Based Task Assignment (TBTA), Improved Trust depending Cluster
Communication (ITCC), and Energy Efficiency Optimization (EEO)
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methods illustrates the anticipated EDC protocol provides optimal
outcomes.
Key Words:MANET, enhanced steady clustering, convergence node
based path algorithm, hybrid chicken swarm optimization.

1. Introduction
A MANET is a self-determining infrastructure less system in which grouping
mobile nodes (i.e., mobile, sensor, palmtop, laptop) vigorously connects with
every other through wireless medium inside their individual transmission range
(by means of single hop or multiple hops) over intermediate nodes [1]. The
infrastructure less nature of mobile ad hoc network roots frequent alteration in
the network topology owing to vibrant communication management, mobility of
mobile nodes, and construction of stable network are most stimulating jobs in
MANET. Clustering is a probable solution to address these prevailing
challenges. With the benefit of clustering, nodes are prepared into diverse
groups that create the network more durable, robust, and scalable [2].
The mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is organized deprived of necessity of any
added time and cost. In MANET, every mobile node shows router role
alongside with its work as a normal host. MANET yet has certain trials such as
limited battery power for every mobile node, restricted bandwidth, and recurrent
topology varies as of node movement [3, 4]. To list some intricate and dynamic
environment trials of mobile ad hoc network, numerous clustering algorithms
have been anticipated in the literate [5]. Abundant routing protocols have been
anticipated in the literature to pact with the self-organizing network sourced
proactive, one hop and multi hops, hybrid, reactive, protocols [1–9]. Routing
protocols are groups in three categories which are Reactive Active, Proactive,
and Hybrid Protocol. Proactive protocol remains stimulate in system time even
there is no information to communicate and keeps route data offered in every
time from source to destination. In reactive routing protocols, route data is
offered on request. This abridged power consumption in reactive protocols.
Hybrid protocol functions on the foremost of reactive and proactive protocol.
For the huge networks, flat routing structure necessitates extreme information.
To overwhelm certain problem, hierarchical structure (i.e. clustering) plays an
important role in MANET decreasing system overhead, amassed reusability of
bandwidth, offering stability to the cluster structure, reducing battery power
utilization of mobile node, and decreasing clustering with intra cluster
communication [10].
Clustering is roughly segregating mobile nodes groups into diverse virtual
logical clusters in MANET. Every cluster is proficient to associate with other
cluster by cluster gateway to offer connectivity for a network. Every cluster
encompasses of abundant mobile nodes like cluster head, cluster member, and
cluster gateway, and they accomplish diverse roles in group at data
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communication time in mobile ad hoc network every CH is a superior mobile
node in a group which behaves as local coordinator inside the cluster. In a
cluster, single mobile node works as CH at a time. Foremost duties of CH
comprise intra cluster transmission, data forwarding from source to target
mobile node, handling entire member nodes of a cluster. Cluster members in a
group are preserved as usual mobile nodes which can interconnect with every
other through cluster head. A cluster gateway is cluster member which is
utilized to associate two or more groups therefore that every cluster can access
its neighbour cluster to direct or accept data from added neighbouring cluster.
It is clear that MANET is vibrant in nature; owing to certain nature, recital of
network drops as the size of network increases. Certain crisis can be abridged
by presenting clustering, for certain networks. Clustering upsurges scalability of
wireless network and reduces network overhead [11]. Clustering also offers
spatial re-claim of resource to upsurge the network capacity. The similar
frequency code can be utilized if two clusters are not neighbours (not inside the
same radio range). Energy utilization for mobile node is an appropriate problem
in MANET as it decreases network connectivity when mobile node deceases
owing to battery drainage. In [12] the finest next hop, mobile node is designated
with energy efficiency to offer network connectivity. Choosing the finest nodes
will decrease the path variation from source to target and reduced network
overhead. In [11], finest clustering and sum are hierarchical support in mobile
ad hoc network. The precise throughput for numerous numbers of stages can
also be attained [11]. The optimum cluster size is accountable to diminish
throughput for all stages. The hierarchical system does not deal linear scaling.
Consequently, this effort is absorbed energy stability grounded clustering
system for routing in MANET. In this clustering, the Cluster Head (CH) is
designated with the great battery and near nodes is measured as cluster
members. To diminish the packet loss, now, the node convergence has been
examined and high amounts of node convergences are designated for routing.
Path routing is played important role in message broadcast from source to
destinations node. In this routing procedure, tranquil the optimal route (i.e. less
energy path) and malicious node activity recognition are big concern. Thus, to
resolve this, the swarm intelligence based optimization systems are presented.
Nonetheless, the all the optimization systems are good for path selection owing
to the difficulty of convergence speed. Thus, in this work, we offered HCSO
algorithm the grouping of Chicken Swarm Optimization and Differential
Evaluation (DE) algorithm to resolve the local minimum problem and to
improve convergence to global minimum in CSO algorithm. It offers an
improved optimal path associated than other algorithms. The performance
outcomes show the anticipated EESC scheme achieved better outcomes owing
to the optimization with efficient clustering. The remainder of this work is
prearranged as trails: Section 2 analyses the prevailing clustering based routing
protocols and bio-inspired protocols for MANET. Section 3 describes the
energy stable clustering framework and packet transmission based on hybrid
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chicken-inspired procedure. The simulation outcomes of our projected
clustering with optimal path routing in contrast with the prevailing system are
simulated and revealed in section 4. Section 5 gives the paper with some
conclusions.

2. Related Works
This section designates the several prevailing clustering based routing protocols
and bio-inspired protocols for MANET. Oh & Lee, 2017 [13] anticipate an
advanced energy-conserving optimal path schedule procedure. The projected
algorithm sets the routing path by relative angle, which is known as the distance
among the base station and source node. With simulation outcomes, we contrast
the anticipated method to prevailing algorithms. The protocol utilized by the
projected algorithm offers a higher packet delivery ratio and lower energy
utilization than the lowest ID clustering procedure and the mobility-based
metric for clustering in mobile ad hoc network algorithm.
Pathak et al., 2017 [14] anticipated optimized stable clustering procedure that
will offer more network strength by reducing the cluster head alters and
decreasing clustering complexity. In anticipated algorithm, a novel node is
initiated which behaves as a backup node in cluster. Certain backup node
behaves as cluster head, when definite cluster head moves out (or died) from the
cluster.
Finally, the cluster head reelect a novel backup node. This practice remains
network availability devoid of disturbance. Additionally, backup node priority
and cluster head is considered on the degree of node and residual battery life for
mobile nodes. Decision for electing cluster head and backup node depends on
the priority factor.
Hussein & Dahnil, 2017 [15] initiates a novel technique for enhancing path
selection by merging lion optimization and ant-colony optimization algorithm
after all probable paths are exposed in network.
This method enhances the energy efficiency and the recital metrics of every
node. A QoS routing algorithm applicable in MANET, which satisfy the energy
restrictions that progress the network lifetime.
Yang & Li, 2017 [16] performs the research on WCA procedure and nodes
factors, and initiates GA-WCA grounded on enhancing WCA by Genetic
algorithm. GA-WCA is proficient to rapidly potion CH node of clustering and
outlines the stable clustering set among nodes, which will strengthen and
stability of MANET.
This paper imitates on GA-WCA by NS3, the outcome specifies that GA-WAC
is more efficiently to outline stable grouping than WCA, lowers the data
informing expenses of the grouping network, and performs the practice of
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network bandwidth. GAWCA efficiently progresses the MANET accessibility
and survivability.
Vadivel & MuraliBhaskaran, 2017 [17] anticipated an adaptive consistent and
congestion control routing protocol to determine congestion and route errors by
bypass route assortment in MANETs. The numerous paths are created. While
the shortest paths are initiate for proficient data transmission. The congestion is
sensed on the root of consumption and capacity of link and paths. When source
node notices congestion on a link next to the path, it dispenses traffic over
alternative paths by determining the path accessibility threshold and by a traffic
splitting function.
If a node cannot decide the congestion, it signals its neighbours by the
congestion indication bit. While simulating, we illustrate the anticipated
protocol is consistent and accomplishes more throughput with abridged packet
drops and overhead.
Upadhyay et al., 2017 [18] execute an exclusive review and classified a amount
of power-aware routing systems.
In numerous cases, it is complex to evaluate them directly as every technique
has a diverse goal with diverse assumptions and utilizes different means to
accomplish the goal. When the transmission power is convenient, the optimal
modification of the power level is necessary not merely for energy conservation
although also for the interference control. When traffic density or node density
is far from uniform, a load distribution method must be engaged to progress the
energy imbalance crisis. Consequently, added research is vital to merge and
incorporate some of the protocols offered in this work to keep MANETs
functioning for a longer duration.
RupérezCañas et al., 2017 [19] offered a parallelized AntOR version that is
called as PAntOR. By programming multiprocessor structures grounded on
shared memory protocol. PAntOR permits tasks running in parallel by threads.
This parallelization is appropriate to route setup phase, route local repair
procedure and link failure notification. As well, PAntOR variant that comprises
of greater than one interface, which is called PAntOR-MI (PAntOR-Multiple
Interface), is specified. This method concurrently sends message transmission
by interface over threads.
Tareq et al., 2017 [20] investigation makes use of the swarm intelligence
method through the artificial bee colony (ABC) procedure to optimize the
energy utilization with dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol in MANET. The
anticipated procedure is termed as bee DSR (BEEDSR). The algorithm ABC is
utilized to recognize the optimum path from source to target to prevail over
energy crisis. The recital of the algorithm named BEEDSR is contrast with DSR
and bee-inspired protocols (BeeIP). The comparison was conducted grounded
on average energy utilization, average end-to-end delay, average throughput,
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routing overhead, and packet delivery ratio recital metrics, altering the packet
size and node speed. The BEEDSR procedure is greater in recital than the
prevailing protocols with delay degradation and energy conservation describing
to packet size and node speed. Kout et al., 2017 [21] executes a novel reactive
routing protocol grounded on a bio-inspired technique termed cuckoo search.
This method is more prevailing than other techniques. This study is alienated
into two stages. The first stage is the implementation of our method, and second
stage is the formation of an imitation situation to test and calculate our routing
protocol and contrast to AODV, AntHocNet and DSDV routing protocols. Our
protocol, specifically, AODVCS is well-organized than added protocols with
two performance metrics, E2ED and PDR. We suggest conducting additional
complex simulations by other mobility replicas. Kaur & Sharma, 2016 [22]
Hybrid ACO-PSO grounded routing procedure for MANETs have been
examined in this work and is deliberate for estimating its performance. This
procedure is appropriate to multi-hop ad-hoc networks with the plan of
upgrading the recital of the prevailing procedure for mobile ad hoc network.
The Re-routing sourced Hybrid scheme is developed and deployed by
MATLAB 2013a and the toolbox utilized is data analysis toolbox. The recital is
calculated by comparing the method that previously subsists to the one that is
anticipated in this paper. The outcomes have revealed that the novel methods
outperforms the previous method.

3. Proposed Methodology
This section offers a detailed description about the predicted EESC based
protocol. The anticipated EESC protocol provides two main influences like,
Energy steady enhanced cluster communication.
Packet routing based on hybrid chicken-inspired algorithm.
EESC Framework
The foremost significant concern in the wired/wireless system is the security,
which performs the source for protected packet transmission. Hereafter, it is
vital to execute trust management in these sorts of networks to promise secure
communication. In the prevailing methods, the MANET environment with
safety is supplied by key exchange technique, which is tiresome procedure [23].
Our anticipated system trails a peer-peer communication and contents the
predefined circumstance to launch a protected MANET environment. The wideranging stages complexes in the improved energy stable cluster structure are
designated in Fig.1.
3.1. System Overview
The overall network process is predicted in figure 1. It displays the clustering
protocol scheme by optimization procedure in MANET. In this process,
initially, the high energy balanced nodes are designated from haphazardly
produced nodes. The nodes are merged into clusters and CH is selected
grounded on the calculation of node attributes in MANET. Formerly, HCSO is
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anticipated for decreasing the communication overhead throughout the data
transmission from base station to cluster head or vice versa over selecting
optimal path. Lastly, the data transfer from transmitter to receiver over optimal
path.
Input nodes
Nodes are randomly selected
High energy of node selected
for transmission
Clustering formed among
those nodes
High energy of nodes are
selected as cluster head
Cluster head monitor cluster
members

Convergence
node==enable?

No

Select
another
node

Yes
Select that node to transmit
data packets
Send data packets through
optimal path
Optimal path is selected by
using HCSO
Data packets forward from
source to destination

Figure 1: Overall Process of ITCC Protocol based on HCSO
3.2. Network Formation
The anticipated approach deliberates the MANET environment, which is
organized with no centralized authority. The nodes situated on network can
connect over numerous indirect hops. The anticipated system could be engaged
in any MANETs routing protocols to carry out collaboration amongst nodes and
counter with non-cooperative nodes in a MANET environment. Node that
produces false routing messages, replay packets or incorrectly forwarding
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packet, which is measured as a malicious node. This system necessitates the
subsequent features to achieve its function appropriately:
All nodes could operate in promiscuous mode for neighbour monitoring.
Entire links are bidirectional, and transmission node ranges are rather
equivalent.
Nodes Misbehaving are selfish and not malicious.
The system set up is a multi-hop network, which means data packets exchanged
amongst any two nodes and forwarded to other nodes.
3.3. Cluster Communication
Before deliberating in-depth particulars about the anticipated algorithm, we
offer certain basic and design attitude of our suggested algorithms. The
assumptions are taken into consideration before clustering process happens.
Single mobile node can connect precisely lone cluster at times.
Information moved merely through CH to members and over gateway.
Entire mobile nodes (i.e. old/new) segment its public data (i.e., battery
power, status) to the CH earlier distributing joining request.
Backup node is generated by the cluster head and can behave as cluster
head if cluster head modifies (died) from the cluster.
Primarily, status of several mobile nodes as trails under: Cluster member
= 0, Cluster head = 1, and backup node = 2.
Working of Proposed EESC
Every cluster comprises four kinds of mobile nodes which are cluster member,
cluster head, backup node, and cluster gateway. In the anticipated algorithm,
preliminary cluster head constructed is carried by Weighted Clustering
Algorithm (WCA) and cluster maintenance will be prepared by our anticipated
algorithms.
In cluster formation procedure, the node with the lowermost combined weight
will be chosen as CH and the second least combined weight will be substitute as
backup node for the cluster. In EESC, cluster head is accountable for resources
allocation node for all members in a cluster, cluster gateway node is liable for
inter cluster communication, and backup node can turn as CH for a cluster in
non appearance of definite CH to evade clustering complexity and added
message broadcast inside the cluster. Later, novel chosen cluster head will
designate novel back node by weighted clustering procedure. The functioning of
the anticipated procedure is defined as follows:
If two cluster heads are similar to cluster, then cluster head deviates will
be deluded up to delay time. If they are tranquil in the similar
bandwidth, then cluster head varies will be overdue to determined limit.
Significance of old cluster head, backup node and novel cluster head, is
designed which is grounded on degree of node and battery life.
Grounded on priority if novel cluster head precedence is greater than old
cluster head, then novel CH will continue as CH and earlier cluster head
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priority will be associated with backup node priority. If previous cluster
head priority is sophisticated contrast to backup node, formerly old CH
will turn out to be backup node and it will act as cluster member inside
the cluster; else, previous cluster head will behaves as member of cluster
and the backup node rank will continue the similar.
Priority feature of backup node, cluster head, freshly arrived CH is
intended by adding amount of node degree and outstanding battery life.
Maximum limit is calculated by dividing transmission range two times
by speed.
Proposed EESC can be described as follows:
Algorithm for Enhanced Steady Clustering
Step 1: Monitor the unpredictable node behavior
Step 2: for each search next neighbor node activities
Step 3: if (Node==high energetic)
Step 4: Initiate packet transmission
Step 5: effective path is selected
Step 6: packet successfully transmitted
Step 7: else if (Node=low energetic)
Step 8: Does not initiate packet transmission
Step 9: That path is rejected
Step 10: Packet is loss
Step 11: End if.
Step 12: end for
If novel cluster head precedence is lesser than earlier cluster head precedence
and novel cluster head precedence is greater than backup node precedence, then
novel CH will behave like a backup node and it will performs like cluster
member and earlier cluster head remains as cluster head for cluster and else
novel CH will behave as cluster member inside the cluster. To inspect the
spiteful node and reduce the transmitting time, the finest path has been selected
grounded on HCSO. Cluster configuration and routing node collection is stated
in algorithm 2.
Convergence Node Based Path Optimization Algorithm
Step 1: for each search convergence node for routing path
Step 2: if (convergence point node==enable)
Step 3: select that node
Step 4: optimized path is established
Step 5: else
Step 6: if (convergence point node==disable)
Step 7: discover that node
Step 8: end if
Step 9: Maximize network lifetime
Step 10: End for
3.4. Optimal Path Selection using Hybrid CSO
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To recognize the spiteful node and diminish the packet transmitting time, the
optimal track has been selected using HCSO based on greater trust value and
least energy of node. In this CSO, the chickens are dignified as features and
fitness are measured as capable characteristics. In the area of swarm
intelligence, CSO is a new optimization procedure. It has certain benefits like
more efficient and more reliable based on modest design, easy detection and it
can be effortlessly adopt with novel situations. In addition to, the centralized
structure is not there in this work, owing to this, it has accomplished accuracy
and high processing speed. For the merits, the CSO has been designated for
optimal path selection in this effort. Nonetheless, this algorithm convergence
speed is fewer in global optimization. Thus upsurge the convergence speed, the
differential estimation is presented.
CSO Working Procedure
Grounded on the natural characteristics of chickens, this procedure has been
created by Meng et al., [24]. In this procedure, the optimal solution is examined
by four food sources like roosters
, hens
, mother hens
and chickens
, where N is distinct as entire amount of chickens. In this method, the
chickens are measured as amount of cluster heads and their positions are
measured as network area and the food sources are measured as cluster
members. The step by step process is specified below
1. The location of all chickens are adjusted
where D describes the search space dimension, T stipulates the time
taken for every chicken. In this method, the roosters are measured as
best fitting to their fast food searching. Grounded on this other chicks
and hens are searched its foods. Consequently, roosters location is stated
as
(1)

Where
specifies Gaussian distribution with represents standard
deviation and mean 0, specifies the small constant (i.e. cast-off to evade zerodivision-error),
represents rooster’s index, and this index has been
haphazardly selected from
groups (r
),
fitness value of
particle .
2. Based on the
, the hens are searched their food and their location is
defined as
(2)
(3)
(4)
Where Rand represents a uniform random number over [0, 1], R1 ∈ [1, ...,N]
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represents an index of the rooster, which is the ith hen’s group-mate, while R2
∈ [1,...,N], represents randomly chosen index of a chicken (i.e. hen) from the
swarm.
3. Subsequently hens search, the chickens are examined their food source
and their position is well-defined in equation 3 and 4.
4. Lastly, the fitness is distinct as,
(5)
Where
represents hen or mother hen position
represents how much
speed a chick would follow its mother hen, and it measured as the rage between
[0,2]. Based on this process, the effectual nodes are designated for path
transmission.
Differential Evolution (DE)
DE [25] fit in to Genetic Algorithms (GA) that uses biology-inspired mutation,
crossover, and selection operations on a population to diminish the objective
function above successive generations. For example with other evolutionary
algorithms, DE resolves optimization difficulties by developing a candidate
solutions’ population by alteration and selection operators. DE practices
floating-point as a substitute of arithmetic operations, bit-string encoding of
population members and not logical operations in mutation in contrast to
standard GAs.
Hybrid CSO
In HCSO, the unique CSO algorithm was hybridized with DE strategies. The
fitness is grounded on the entire transmission distance and the totality of CHs.
In this HCSO, the chickens are measured as CHs and fitness is designated high
energy of nodes. In DE, the populace are measured as the CHs. The complete
pseudocode of the HCSO is forecast in specified underneath algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Optimal path selection by using CSO
Input: Initialize
, very several (G) time steps.
Output: effectual nodes (i.e. optimal path nodes)
1. Randomly set each chicken (i.e. CHs) in the swarm
.;
and Initialized the max numbers of iteration Tmax
2. while T <Tmax do
3. for each iteration
4. if T % G equals 0 then
i.
Ranked the chickens fitness values and originate a hierarchal
imperative in the swarm;
ii.
Boundary the swarm into various groups, and decide the
relationship among the chicks and mother hens in a group;
5. end
6. for each chicken in the swarm do
i.
if is a roster then
Update ’s location using equation 1;
ii.
end
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iii.

if
is a hen then
Update ’s location using equation 3;
iv.
end
v.
if
is a chick then
Update ’s location using equation 6;
vi.
end
vii.
Evaluate the new solution using equation 7;
7. The iteration is not satisfied then the DE process is done
i.
If (rand(0,1)> )
ii.
Modify the solution using “DE/rand/1/bin”
iii.
End if
iv.
Generate a new solution by flying randomly
v.
and
vi.
Accept the new solutions
vii.
check If the new solution is better than its previous, then update
it
viii. otherwise, update existing one;
ix.
end
8. end
Packet Format
The anticipated scheme packet format has been offered in figure 2. It
exemplifies the packets occupied by every filed. In first and second fields are
source and target IDs and it takes 4 bytes. Third field is Source node examine
routing path and it takes 3 bytes. Formerly, an enhanced trust depending cluster
communication field and it receipts 3 bytes for effective multipoint access. Fifth
field is Multi point access optimization procedure and it takes 2 bytes for
examining the algorithm. Ultimate filed is Reduced usage path is designated and
it takes 2 bytes.
Source
ID

4

Destination
ID

4

Source node
analyze
routing path

3

Improved trust
depending
cluster
communication

3

Multi point
access
optimization
algorithm

2

Minimized
usage path
is selected

2

Figure 2: Packet Format for Presented Protocol

4. Results and Discussion
To select the finest routing path, the trust approximation is a noteworthy feature
of MANET. The authentication of the projected EESC protocol is implemented
by achieving wide-ranging imitation estimate the node set using the NS-2
simulator. We wish the network with an example of 50 nodes via network
simulator. Nowadays, AODV routing protocol is exploited. The packets are
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negotiated based on trust computation. The trust values are intended when the
request is presented. The trust values are intended for network nodes and each
nodes trust level is dignified. If a request is obtained from a definite node, then
the trust level of the node is calculated owing on the trust value of the node
request is allowable. Throughput is well-maintained, and the graphs are
exploited to relate the results of anticipated trust evaluation and clustering
Methodology, which obviously demonstrates the recital improvement of the
anticipated EESC protocol. The recital is examined along with the consequent
metrics: energy utilization, Packet Delivery Ratio, communication overhead,
failure detection efficiency, network lifetime, along with end-to-end delay.
Table 1: Shows the Simulation Parameters and their Values
Parameters
Values
No. of Nodes
100
Area Size
1000 X 1000
Mac
802.11g
Radio Range
250m
Simulation Time 20ms
Traffic Source
FTP
Packet Size
512 bytes
Mobility Model Random Way Point
Protocol
LEACH
Performance Metrics
This section demonstrates the recital examination of the anticipated EESC
protocol with the prevailing systems like ITCC, TBTA [19] and EEO [20]. The
subsequent are the metrics utilized for the performance examination.

Figure 3: Network Simulation of Proposed Enhanced Energy Stable Cluster
Communication
Figure 3 shows the NS-2 simulation of proposed enhanced energy steady
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clustering with optimal path selection protocol among 100 nodes. It illustrates
the trust among nodes with clustering.
Energy Consumption
Figure 4 displays the energy utilization for three methods while the nodes is
enlarged from 20 to 100. It is obviously realized that EESC has 1.76% less
energy ingesting when associated to related systems as it deliberates consistency
measures by EEO mechanism for obtaining multipath. Figure 5 displays the
energy ingesting amongst numerous protocols similar to anticipated EESC and
prevailing ITCC, TBTA and EEO protocols. It demonstrates the anticipated
EESC accomplished less energy compared than prevailing protocols owing to
successful optimal path selection. The other two associated systems like ITCC,
TBTA and EEO do not deliberate the energy factor, and they required more
control packets to inaugurate routing that causes added energy consumption.
The projected EESC chooses the finest path that discloses efficient solution
with lower energy consumption. In the anticipated EESC, the energy ingesting
of a node upsurges somewhat as the total nodes also increases.

Figure 4: Energy Consumption Performance Comparison Among Various
Protocols
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
In this imitation, the influences of packet size, mobility, and network size were
calculated while calculating the PDR. It displays that the anticipated scheme
sustained higher PDR about 88%, while fluctuating nodes increases. A
concentrated performance evaluation displays that the projected scheme has
improved capability of defining an optimal route with the assistance of PSO
method. The percentage ratio of acknowledged packets over the sent packets
exposed in Figure 5 and is experimentally greater in anticipated EESC
technique. Nonetheless, the packet delivery rate of prevailing ITCC, TBTA and
EEO are moderately low owing to computational complexity. The anticipated
technique progresses the efficacy of MANET through high packet delivery.
Usually, the value of PDR gets enlarged in the anticipated model as it directs
the sum of data at a stage when associated to the related schemes.
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Figure 5: Packet Deliver Ratio Performance Comparison Among Various
Protocols
Packet Loss Rate
Figure 6 displays the communication packet loss rate between numerous
protocols such as anticipated EESC and prevailing TBTA, ITCC, and EEO
protocols. It exemplifies the anticipated EESC accomplished less packet loss
rate associated to the existing protocols owing to the optimal path selection.
EESC has 0.59% lower loss rate when associated with EEO due to the effectual
clustering algorithm.

Figure 6: Packet Loss Rate Performance Comparison Among Various
Protocols
Communication Overhead
Figure 7 displays the communication overhead between numerous protocols
such as anticipated EESC and prevailing TBTA, ITCC, and EEO protocols. It
exemplifies the anticipated EESC accomplished less communication overhead
associated to the existing protocols owing to the optimal path selection. EESC
has 0.44% lower overhead when associated with EEO; it reveals in abridged to
produce control routing packets and therefore alternative routing will be
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activated. Consequently, the routing complexity is reduced. In TBTA, ITCC,
and EEO, the control packet flooded through the network in anticipation of the
destination was extended to obtain the loop-free routing. It produced the routing
complexity. The routing complexity instigated by EESC achieves lesser than
other two protocols as of its HCSO method, a restricted exchange of routing
control messages between the nodes for the route detection stage.

Figure 7: Communication Overhead Performance Comparison Among
Various Protocols
Network Lifetime
Figure 8 illustrates the network lifespan between numerous protocols such as
proposed EESC and prevailing TBTA, ITCC, and EEO protocols. It
demonstrates the anticipated EESC accomplished high network lifetime
associated to the existing protocols with respect to effectual clustering and
optimal path selection. It displays that the anticipated scheme sustained higher
network lifetime about 88%, while fluctuating nodes speed increases.

Figure 8: Network Lifetime Performance Comparison among Various
Protocols
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Failure Detection Efficiency
The failure detection efficiency is merely approximated owing on the
recognition rate. The variation among the detection rate and the failure detection
rate is that the false rate is approximated by separating the entire nodes number
in good behaviour by the totality of good nodes. This failure detection
efficiency of the anticipated EESC technique outperforms than the prevailing
ITCC, TBTA and EEO technique that is graphically illustrated in Figure 9. It
displays that the anticipated scheme sustained high failure detection rate about
88%, while fluctuating nodes mobility increases.

Figure 9: Failure Detection Efficiency among Various Protocols
End-to-End Delay
In MANET, the significance of selecting trusted node as a packet carrier,
amongst all the system nodes to reduce the end-to-end delay throughout packet
transmission. The end-to-end delay is defined as the time duration in all data
packets fashioned by the entire nodes achieves the destination. The interruption
of the anticipated EESC is low when contrast to the prevailing ITCC, TBTA
and EEO technique that is evidently demonstrated in Figure 10. It has been
understood that the delay ensued for both the methods when the pause time is
enlarged from 20 to 100 m/s.
The delay instigates to upsurge when the speed is enlarged as the chances of
route smashing are more at high speed. Later the proposed EESC scheme
forecasts link quality more precisely than ITCC, TBTA and EEO, the delay is
0.2s less for the associated scheme of EEO. It was resolute that the recital of the
anticipated scheme is more effectual than the associated ITCC, TBTA and EEO
schemes. The anticipated EESC scheme uses consistency measures to form
multipath in a network. Hence, it offers consistent routing and improves the
recital of MANET.
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Figure 10: End-to-End Delay among Various Clustering Protocols
Path Optimality
Figure 11 displays the path optimality of the diverse routing protocols. It is
perceived that the EESC utilized minimum hops to forward the packets from
source to destination as the EESC protocol makes use of the HCSO algorithm
for building the loop-free routing amongst source and target. This algorithm
attains the minimum amount of hops owing to HCSO method. This leads to
remove of faraway nodes. Consequently the totality of hops is minimized. As a
significance of this, the average hop count is abridged in the anticipated EESC
system. Thus the anticipated EESC scheme attains path optimality compared
with associated scheme.

Figure 11: Path Optimality among Various Clustering Protocols
The simulation outcomes reveal that anticipated EESC scheme is more
proficient for trust management along with ensuring greater Packet Delivery
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Ratio, energy consumption, communication overhead, network lifetime, failure
detection efficiency in addition to end-to-end delay.

5. Conclusion
The paper offered the energy stability grounded clustering system of EESC for
routing in MANET. Here in clustering, the CH is designated with respect to
greater battery and near nodes is measured as cluster members. So as to
decrease the packet loss, the convergence of node has been analysed and high
amount of nodes convergence are chosen for routing. Furthermore, a proficient
non-obstacle communication between sender node and target node is presented
using HCSO-inspired routing protocol. The dynamic benefit of the projected
system is to discover the optimum path not simply allowing a single source
node however the convergence point of neighbouring nodes of source node. The
HCSO has been proficient with high convergence outcome.
Simulation outcomes determine that the probable of anticipated EESC
framework is resolute by guarantying high network lifetime, high Packet
Delivery Ratio, and high failure detection efficacy and lesser energy ingesting,
low end-to-end delay, less communication overhead,. This research basically
targets selecting the finest routing path for decreasing communication overhead.
Owing to potential enhancement, the parameters similar to invalid path
selection, and content variation can be considered during packet transmission
for contributing a secure packet transmission.
In future, certain novel parameters are added in performance calculation. This
protocol can be stretched to embrace k-hop neighbours. The protocol has been
tested on simulation environment; it is also executed in a real ad-hoc system to
estimate its recital in real world situations.
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